
Welcome Ashore
Oceania Cruises shares your passion for new discoveries and that has led us to create an award winning program of optional shore excursions and tours that 
explore the world's most important historical, cultural and artistic gems. The wide variety of tour options means you may choose from the most enriching tours 
and adventures available in each of our ports of call. Witness natural wonders, explore man-made marvels and immerse yourself in the culture, history and 
cuisine of these storied destinations. Your BLOSSOMING JAPAN cruise offers three pricing options that provide discounts of up to 40% when you reserve your 
shore excursions before your cruise. 

Shore Excursion Points of Distinction
Professional English-speaking experts to guide you through your journey.  Peace of mind knowing that your excursions are monitored by the ship’s staff.  A staff 
of experienced, excursion specialists expertly plans each tour and is dedicated to maximizing your time in each port.  Travel with premier, licensed and insured, 
tour companies aboard the best available, climate controlled luxury transportation.

A La Carte Excursions
Individual a la carte shore excursions are available for pre-purchase. Reserving in advance gives you the peace of mind knowing that your tours have been 
pre-arranged and pre-reserved prior to your arrival.

Oceania Select Excursions
While all of the shore excursions offer extraordinary experiences, some are so outstanding and so awe-inspiring that they merit special recognition. These tours 
are designated as Oceania Select excursions and offer unique, one-of-a-kind experiences to the passionate explorer wishing to delve even deeper into a 
region’s culture and history. 

Oceania Exclusive Excursions
For those travelers who prefer an added measure of privacy, intimacy and flexibility, we also offer our Oceania Exclusive excursions. With a minimum 
participation of 10 guests, and never more than 16, these excursions benefit from a higher level of personal attention and detail only possible in small groups. 

OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

TOKYO (YOKOHAMA), JAPAN to TOKYO (YOKOHAMA), JAPAN

NAUTICA  April 12, 2023

Unlimited Passport Collection Package
For just $1,169.00 per person, the Unlimited Passport Collection affords you the ultimate indulgence  - the opportunity to fully experience all that a destination 
has to offer with UNLIMITED a la carte shore excursions throughout the voyage. You may choose from an array of excursions all for one low price at a savings 
of up to 40% off a la carte prices. As an added bonus, Unlimited Passport Collection guests will also receive significant discounts off Oceania Select and 
Oceania Exclusive excursions.
 

Your World Collection Package
Your World Collection provides the flexibility for you to custom design a personalized, value-packed collection of excursions by allowing you to select the exact 
number of tours you want to take from the entire portfolio. Best of all, you will save 25% off a la carte prices when you reserve a minimum of  5 shore 
excursions.

Guests in suites and concierge-level staterooms enjoy a 60-day priority booking period prior to the 120-day online booking window. If you purchase either the 
Your World Collection or Unlimited Passport Collections you also receive priority confirmation of your selections. This added benefit is especially appealing if 
you wish to ensure that you have a place on the most popular tours in marquee cities such as Venice, Rome, St. Petersburg and Istanbul, to name a few.

All excursion packages have the added convenience of being fully refundable until sail date and must be purchased in advance of sailing to enjoy the 
maximum savings. Packages will be non-refundable thereafter. A la Carte tours will remain fully refundable up until 36 hours before the excursion.
 
OceaniaCruises.com
OceaniaCruises.com offers a wealth of information about your cruise: learn about and purchase shore excursions, select pre- and post-cruise hotel 
packages, find answers to frequently asked questions, read general information about your upcoming cruise experience, and much more. You may purchase 
tours up until 7 days prior to your sail date. Our website safely and securely accepts credit card payments; you will automatically receive confirmation of your 
online purchase by email. And all shore excursions purchased online receive priority processing and guaranteed acceptance. Visit www.OceaniaCruises.com 
today to pre-purchase any of these packages. Next to each tour description, you will find symbols to assist you in choosing the excursion that is right for you. 



OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

NAGOYA, JAPAN

Duration: 6.50 Hrs

NGO-003   INUYAMA CASTLE AND NORITAKE GARDEN

Tour Price: $159.00

April 13, 2023  10:30 AMDate:

Travel into the beautiful Nobi Plain to visit one of Japan’s most revered castles and browse a cultural complex devoted to Noritake ceramics. Now an official 
national treasure, Inuyama Castle was completed in 1537 and has survived relatively intact over the centuries. As you browse the extraordinary interior, you will 
see artifacts relating to the Naruse family that once owned the castle. The armory of samurai weapons and the hidden doors for the guards are of particular 
note, as they shed light on the fact that the castle was under constant threat of attack. Noritake Garden presents a more artistic side of the area. Located on the 
site of the former Noritake ceramics factory, the garden also contains a craft center, museum and gallery. While meandering through the buildings, you will learn 
about the history and production of Noritake ceramics, see important Noritake pieces from the early 1900s and admire the traditional artwork.

   ·Meander through a largely intact 16th-century castle.
   ·See the castle’s armory of samurai weapons and hidden defensive mechanisms.
   ·Walk the winding paths in fragrant Noritake Gardens.
   ·Learn the history of Noritake ceramics and see precious pieces from the early 1900s.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about 2½ hours of moderate to strenuous walking with cobblestones and steps to negotiate. The tour is not recommended for wheelchair 
guests and may not be suitable for guests with mobility concerns who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The tour sequence may 
vary.

Duration: 4.25 Hrs

NGO-002   TOKUGAWA LEGACY

Tour Price: $129.00

April 13, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Visit several historical landmarks associated with Japan’s legendary Tokugawa Shogun family, starting at the extraordinary Nagoya Castle. Ieyasu Tokugawa, 
the first shogun of the Edo period, ordered its construction in 1612. Although destroyed in World War II, the castle was rebuilt to its original splendor. You will 
see Tokugawa family treasures in the Tokugawa Art Museum, including period furniture, armor and ceramics for tea ceremonies. Many objects of art are from 
the peaceful Edo period, which lasted from 1603 to 1868. More priceless artifacts await you at Atsuta Shrine, which is said to have been founded in the 3rd 
century to enshrine a sacred sword. While the sacred sword remains the most valuable item, the last person claiming to see it was a priest from the Edo period, 
who soon died from a mysterious curse. Even so, that hasn’t deterred the pilgrims that come hoping that the sword will bless them with good luck.

   ·Explore a replica of 17th-century Nagoya Castle, which was rebuilt after World War II.
   ·View treasures from the powerful Tokugawa family in its namesake art museum.
   ·Visit a Shinto shrine supposedly founded in the 3rd century to house a sacred sword.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about three hours of moderate walking with steps, cobblestones and gravel surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not available to wheelchair 
guests and may not be suitable for guests with mobility concerns who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The tour sequence may 
vary.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

NGO-004   PANORAMIC TOUR OF NAGOYA

Tour Price: $99.00

April 13, 2023  12:45 PMDate:

Explore a Shinto shrine and Nagoya’s namesake castle before enjoying a serene stroll through one of the city’s traditional Japanese gardens. As you approach 
lovely Toyokuni Shrine, you will first notice the large Torii gate that leads to the entryway. The shrine is dedicated to Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who was born a 
peasant here in 1536 and rose to become a great feudal lord who unified Japan’s warring political factions. Nagoya Castle is another architectural gem and was 
one of the largest castles in Japan until World War II, when most of it was destroyed. While browsing the replica castle, be sure to note the golden sea 
creatures on the roof that have become a symbol of Nagoya. For a respite from the hubbub of the city, you will stroll through Shiratori Garden, a green oasis 
meant to leave visitors with a great sense of ease and tranquility.

   ·Observe the splendor of a Shinto shrine dedicated to one of Japan’s greatest feudal lords.
   ·Meander through 16th-century Nagoya Castle, which is still largely intact.
   ·Enjoy the urban oasis Shiratori Garden, one of the more serene settings in Nagoya.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about two hours of moderate walking with cobblestone surfaces and gravel and earthen paths to negotiate. The tour is available to wheelchair 
guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. Guests with mobility 
concerns should carefully evaluate their stamina and ability and ability before joining the tour. The tour sequence may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 3.75 Hrs

NGO-001   ATSUTA SHRINE & TOYOTA TECHNOLOGY MUSEUM

Tour Price: $109.00

April 13, 2023  01:00 PMDate:

Discover two vastly different aspects of Nagoya: its love of history at an ancient shrine and its reverence for innovation at a technology museum. Although the 
city was largely destroyed during World War II, it has been lovingly reconstructed, including fire-ravaged Atsuta Shrine. It was supposedly founded in the 3rd 
century when a legendary sacred sword was enshrined here. Over time, the Shinto shrine became a great spiritual center, and today thousands of artifacts are 
displayed, including holy garments, utensils for deities and ancient documents. In contrast, the Toyota Commemorative Museum of Industry and Technology 
celebrates industrial innovations. The museum is located in a 1911 factory for automatic looms in honor of Sakichi Toyoda, the inventor of Japan’s first power 
loom and founder of the Toyota Group. The company name was later changed from Toyoda to Toyota in part because it requires only eight brush strokes to 
write in Japanese, and eight is a lucky number.

   ·Visit a Shinto shrine supposedly founded in the 3rd century to house a sacred sword.
   ·Join the pilgrims at the shrine that hope the sword will bring them good luck.
   ·Browse a museum that celebrates Toyota’s industrial innovations.
   ·Discover the fascinating history of Toyota and the founder’s inventions.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about three hours of moderate walking with steps, cobblestones and gravel surfaces to negotiate. The tour is available to wheelchair guests 
who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with 
mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The tour sequence may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

OSAKA, JAPAN

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

OSA-004   HIGHLIGHTS OF OSAKA

Tour Price: $139.00

April 14, 2023  01:00 PMDate:

April 15, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Discover Osaka’s glorious past by visiting some of the ancient city’s most historical attractions, beginning with Osaka Castle. The original 16th-century castle 
was intended to be Japan’s most impenetrable and beautiful fortification; however, it was destroyed just 30 years after being finished. Lightning struck the castle 
that replaced it, burning much of it to the ground. The rebuilt Osaka Castle that you will see dates to 1931 and is magnificent, especially the miles of defensive 
stone wall that surrounds it. Shitennoji Temple is even older and suffered similarly from fires. Each time, it was rebuilt to reflect the original 6th-century design 
with the gates, pagoda and main halls in a straight line. Look for the national treasures housed within the temple, which include some of founder Prince 
Shotoku’s swords and invaluable Buddhist scriptures known as sutras.

   ·Get a glimpse into Japan’s past through two of its oldest, most revered attractions.
   ·Marvel at Osaka Castle, which was built to be Japan’s most formidable fortification.
   ·Behold the castle’s defensive walls, the tallest in Japan.
   ·Browse artifacts deemed national treasures in the Buddhist Shitennoji Temple.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about three hours of walking and standing and nearly 100 steps to reach Osaka Castle. Photography and video are restricted in certain areas 
of the castle.

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

OSA-008   OSAKA CASTLE & NAMBA ON YOUR OWN

Tour Price: $159.00

April 14, 2023  01:15 PMDate:

April 15, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Tour magnificent Osaka Castle and then enjoy free time in the Namba shopping district. Now a symbol of Osaka, the castle was first built in 1583. Although the 
original castle was destroyed over the years, many of the key features of the castle complex still remain, including turrets and sections of the walls that border 
the surrounding moat. The existing castle was built in 1931 to replicate the original. The steep, stone walls at its base are particularly noteworthy, as they rise 
nearly 100 feet, an architectural rarity in Japan. After visiting, you will be dropped off in the energetic Namba district, a hub for shopping, dining and 
entertainment. Here, you will discover a plethora of stores selling every imaginable type of merchandise, from designer fashions to miniature Buddha statues. 
The dining choices are just as diverse and include everything from whale sashimi to homemade tofu.

   ·Marvel at Osaka Castle, which was built to be Japan’s most formidable fortification.
   ·Behold the castle’s defensive walls, the tallest in Japan.
   ·Enjoy free time shopping in Osaka’s modern Namba district.
   ·Continue shopping after the tour if you choose and return later on your own.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about two hours of moderate to strenuous walking, plus any additional walking at the guests’ discretion during free time. There are a 
significant number of steps to negotiate and a 15-minute walk from the parking area to the castle. There is an elevator in the castle, but it does not access the 
observatory. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with mobility concerns. Photography or shooting video is not permitted inside the castle. 
Bring local currency for purchases. The drive between Kyoto and Osaka is 1½ hours and subject to traffic delays. The order of the sites viewed or visited may 
vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

OSA-010   PANORAMIC OSAKA

Tour Price: $179.00

April 14, 2023  01:30 PMDate:

April 15, 2023  08:30 AM,  01:30 PMDate:

Visit two landmarks in Osaka that represent vastly different time periods: a classic 16th-century castle and a modern high rise. Osaka Castle is an imposing 
fortress at the edge of a park with more than 1,200 trees, most of which are cherry blossom and apricot trees. The castle is so iconic and beloved that it became 
the official symbol of Osaka. While snapping photos of the exterior, you will learn about the castle’s construction, particularly its massive stone wall. According 
to legend, the stones were carried there from all over Japan to display loyalty to hegemon Toyotomi Hideyoshi, who built the castle. For a modern perspective of 
the city, you will ascend to the observation deck of the 40-story Umeda Sky Building. Completed in 1993, the twin-tower high rise offers a stunning, 360-degree 
view of Osaka and beyond to Awaji Island. Nearly 3 million people live in Osaka and the urban sprawl seems to go on forever.

   ·See iconic Osaka Castle from the exterior for the best view of its foreboding stone wall.
   ·Learn how the existing castle was constructed as an exact replication of the original.
   ·Enjoy an unrivalled view of Osaka from atop the towering Umeda Sky Building.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour is primarily panoramic in nature, with walking at the guest’s discretion during stops. It is available to guests who utilize a collapsible wheelchair, can 
make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them. Weather appropriate clothing; sunglasses; and flat, comfortable walking shoes are 
recommended.

Duration: 6.50 Hrs

OSA-009   LIFE IN KYOTO

Tour Price: $299.00

April 15, 2023  08:15 AM,  09:30 AMDate:

Get an authentic look at life in Kyoto, past and present, by visiting a pre-World War II machiya townhouse and by browsing a bustling market. Much of Kyoto 
was spared from bombing during the war, so the wooden residence looks much like it did long ago, especially since it is furnished with period pieces and woven 
tatami mats. Part of this particular machiya townhouse was once used as a storefront for selling silk for kimonos. If you wish to experience the lifestyle at that 
time, you will have the opportunity to dress in a traditional kimono and have your picture taken. For a candid glimpse at daily life in Kyoto, you will meander 
through the Nishiki Market, which has been operating downtown for more than 400 years. It is an excellent place for people-watching. During free time, you 
might dine there on your own or wander over to Kawaramachi Street, Kyoto’s primary shopping area.

   ·Visit a traditional machiya townhouse built prior to World War II.
   ·Put on a silk kimono and have a photo taken in the machiya townhouse.
   ·Enjoy free time in the 400-year-old Nishiki Market and stroll Kyoto’s main shopping area.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes a moderate amount of walking mainly at the guest's discretion. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Casual, 
weather-appropriate clothing and comfortable, flat walking shoes are suggested. Guests are required to take off shoes and wear socks in the machiya house.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 7.00 Hrs

OSA-005   HIGHLIGHTS OF KYOTO

Tour Price: $249.00

April 15, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

Explore two of Kyoto's marquee attractions: the impressive Golden Pavilion and formidable Nijo Castle, a quintessential example of Momoyama architecture, 
which flourished 400 years ago. Depart from the pier and drive inland toward Kyoto, an immensely historical city renowned for spectacular architecture, which 
includes thousands of Buddhist temples and Shinto shrines. Upon arrival,you'll have an exterior visit of Kyoto's most famous landmark, Kinkakuji Temple 
(Golden Pavilion). Built by Shogun Ashikaga Yoshimitsu as a villa in 1397, the three-story home was converted to a temple by Yoshimitsu's son. The Golden 
Pavilion follows the Shinden style of the Heian Period by being positioned at the edge of a tranquil pond. The three-story Chinese-influenced Golden Pavilion 
has delicately curving roofs, with the walls and eaves of the second and third stories covered in shimmering gold leaf. View the exterior of the pavilion and walk 
through the peaceful gardens, marveling at the mirror reflection of the temple on the still pond. After a stop for lunch at a local Japanese restaurant, you'll head 
fro Nijo Castle where more history awaits. This impressive fortification made of cypress wood was built in 1603 as the residence of the Tokugawa clan. An 
esteemed UNESCO World Heritage site, the castle is protected by a moat, stone walls, and ingenious nightingale floors, which chirp like a bird when walked 
upon to alert the guards of potential intruders. Despite its defensive elements, the castle was primarily a home. It's adorned with wooden carvings, artistically 
painted sliding doors and expansive tatami rooms, decorated in the traditional style at the time. After touring Nijo Castle, you'll return to the pier in Osaka. 
Please note: This tour includes approximately 2 1/2 hours of moderate walking and there are a significant number of steps to negotiate. The tour is not 
recommended for wheelchair guests or those with mobility concerns who are cautioned to carefully evaluate their personal level of stamina and ability. Casual, 
weather appropriate clothing; sun cap; sunglasses, and flat, comfortable walking shoes are recommended. Guests will be required to remove their shoes to 
enter Nijo castle's Ninomaru Palace. The castle is undergoing a lengthy restoration and some areas may be closed to visitors. Photography and video are not 
permitted inside Ninomaru Palace. It is suggested that participants bring along local currency for any purchases as U.S. currency is not widely accepted and 
many merchants cannot take credit cards. The drive between Kyoto and Osaka is approximately 90-minutes and is subject to traffic delays.The order of the 
sites viewed or visited may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

HIROSHIMA, JAPAN

Duration: 7.25 Hrs

HIJ-002   HIROSHIMA & MIYAJIMA EXPLORATION

Tour Price: $339.00

April 16, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Visit a memorial park that recounts the devastation from the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima in 1945 and then enjoy the wonders on beautiful Miyajima 
Island. Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park was built after World War II as a memorial to the tens of thousands of people who died in the atomic bomb blast. While 
here, you will see the Atomic Bomb Dome, one of the few structures left after the blast, and the Flame of Peace, a memorial that will continue to burn until 
nuclear weapons are abolished worldwide. You will enjoy an entirely different perspective of the area at Miyajima Island, which you will reach by ferry. Revered 
for its breathtaking beauty since ancient times, the island is home to the glorious Itukushima Shrine, a World Heritage site renowned for its “floating” red torii 
gate. You will have time to wander through the main hall and the adjoining shrines, which can be reached through bright-red passageways.

   ·Discover how Hiroshima has risen from the ashes of the 1945 atomic bomb blast here.
   ·Behold the ruins of the Atomic Bomb Dome, which has become a symbol of Hiroshima.
   ·Stand before the Flame of Peace, which will burn until nuclear weapons are abolished.
   ·Admire the beauty of Itsukushima island, a holy place of Shintoism since ancient times.
   ·Appreciate the island’s 12th-century shrine, a UNESCO World Heritage site.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about four hours of walking with a few steps. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. 
Sites include sensitive material, graphic pictures and displays on the atrocities of war. The order of sites visited may vary. Bring local currency for shopping. 
Please note that the Torii Gate is under renovation and will be covered up until June 2020.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

HIJ-007   PEACE MEMORIAL PARK & MUSEUM

Tour Price: $109.00

April 16, 2023  09:00 AM,  01:00 PMDate:

Visit the poignant Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park and its emotionally powerful museum, which contains victims’ mementos and exhibitions that convey the 
devastation from the atomic bomb blast in 1945. Hiroshima was the world’s first city destroyed by an atomic bomb, and you will find haunting reminders of that 
event throughout the park. The most iconic is surely the Atomic Bomb Dome, the only structure left standing near the epicenter of the atomic blast. Now a World 
Heritage site, its skeletal remains stand exactly as they did right after the bomb blast. You will also see the impactful Children’s Peace Monument, which depicts 
a young girl named Sadako holding a wire crane above her head. Sadako believed if she folded enough origami cranes—the crane symbolizing long life—she 
would survive the effects of the bomb’s radiation. She died at age 12, and visitors still leave paper cranes in her memory at the foot of the monument.

   ·Delve into the horrifying effects of the atomic bomb that was dropped on Hiroshima.
   ·Behold the ruins of the Atomic Bomb Dome, which has become a symbol of Hiroshima.
   ·Reflect on the devastation from the atomic blast at the memorial Cenotaph.
   ·Stand before the Flame of Peace, which will burn until nuclear weapons are abolished.
   ·Learn the moving story of Sadako, a young victim of the atomic blast.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 1½ hours of walking with some steps. The tour may not be suitable for wheelchair guests and those with mobility concerns should 
evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. Sites include sensitive material, graphic pictures and displays on the atrocities of war. The order of 
sites visited may vary. Flash photography is prohibited inside the Peace Memorial Museum.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 2.50 Hrs

HIJ-008   SHUKKEI-EN JAPANESE GARDEN

Tour Price: $129.00

April 16, 2023  09:00 AM,  12:45 PMDate:

Stroll through tranquil Shukkei-en Garden in the shadow of Hiroshima Castle as a prelude to visiting sites that memorialize victims of the atomic bomb blast 
here in 1945. The bomb leveled much of Hiroshima, including centuries-old Shukkei-en Garden. Replanting started almost immediately and today the garden is 
a revered urban oasis. While meandering along its natural paths, you can expect to find sculpted gardens, arched bridges over serene ponds and a variety of 
flowering plants, as the garden was designed so that something is always in bloom. Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park encourages reflection, but in a different 
way. Its attractions are grim reminders of the atomic bomb’s devastation. The skeletal Atomic Bomb Dome, one of few buildings left somewhat intact after the 
blast, has become a symbol of Hiroshima. Other memorials include the Cenotaph, where the names of the victims are inscribed, and the Flame of Peace, which 
will burn continuously until nuclear weapons are abolished worldwide.

   ·Revel in the serenity of Shukkei-en Garden, which the atomic bomb blast in 1945 leveled.
   ·Behold the ruins of the Atomic Bomb Dome, which has become a symbol of Hiroshima.
   ·Reflect on the devastation from the atomic blast at the memorial Cenotaph.
   ·Stand before the Flame of Peace, which will burn until nuclear weapons are abolished.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes just over an hour of walking and with steps and cobblestone surfaces to negotiate. The tour is not recommended for wheelchair guests or 
those with mobility concerns. The tour sequence may vary.

Duration: 4.25 Hrs

HIJ-004   MIYAJIMA

Tour Price: $189.00

April 16, 2023  09:15 AMDate:

Take the ferry to Miyajima, a small forested island known for its stunning natural beauty and ancient shrines. Upon arriving, you will first notice the giant red torii 
gate that rises up out of the ocean as if it were floating. The revered primary shrine is also built over the water and together these iconic attractions have been 
declared a UNESCO World Heritage site, as they illustrate the Japanese concept of scenic beauty, in which nature and human creativity harmoniously combine. 
At high tide, the gate and the 12th-century shrine seem to be floating on the water. To alleviate friction from the rising tides and more severe water conditions, 
the shrine’s wooden floors have spaces between the planks and were constructed without metal nails that would restrict the planks from moving with the tides.

   ·Ride the ferry over to Miyajima, a sacred island since ancient times.
   ·Marvel at how the shrine and torii gate here seem to float in the sea at high tide.
   ·Appreciate how the shrine fulfills the Japanese concept of scenic beauty.
   ·Discover the ingenuity behind the construction of the shrine, a World Heritage site.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes nearly three hours of walking with some steps. The tour is not recommended for wheelchair guests and those with mobility concerns should 
evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. Bring local currency for shopping. Please note that the Torii Gate is under renovation and will be 
covered up until June 2020.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

HIJ-001   HIGHLIGHTS OF HIROSHIMA

Tour Price: $189.00

April 16, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

View the landmarks of Hiroshima, some commemorating the atomic bomb blast here in 1945 and others reflecting the city’s celebration of peace. At the 
poignant Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park, you will behold the ruins of some of the few concrete buildings left after the atomic bomb was dropped. One of them, 
the Atomic Bomb Dome, has been declared a UNESCO World Heritage site and has become a symbol of Hiroshima. You will also see the Cenotaph memorial, 
where the names of the tens of thousands that lost their lives in the blast are inscribed, and the Flame of Peace, which monks visit daily to offer prayers and 
burn incense. While the mood there is somber, serenity is the overarching theme at Shukkei-en Garden. Besides being a wonderful respite from the hubbub of 
the city, the garden is a visual delight, as plants are always in bloom regardless of the season.

   ·Discover how Hiroshima has risen from the ashes of the 1945 atomic bomb blast here.
   ·Behold the ruins of the Atomic Bomb Dome, which has become a symbol of Hiroshima.
   ·Reflect on the devastation from the atomic blast at the memorial Cenotaph.
   ·Revel in the serenity of the urban oasis Shukkei-en Garden.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about two hours of walking with a few steps. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their ability and stamina before joining the tour. 
Sites include sensitive materials, graphic pictures and displays on the atrocities of war. The order of sites visited may vary. Bring local currency for shopping.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 2.00 Hrs

HIJ-005   PANORAMIC HIROSHIMA

Tour Price: $129.00

April 16, 2023  09:45 AM,  01:00 PMDate:

Enjoy a panoramic drive through Hiroshima, pausing on occasion at attractions that highlight the city’s history and rise from near total devastation by an atomic 
bomb in 1945. Your first stop for photos will be at the Atomic Bomb Dome, the only structure left standing near the epicenter of the atomic blast. While a stark, 
powerful reminder of the destructive force of an atomic bomb, the building has also become a symbol of peace and hope for the elimination of nuclear weapons. 
The skeletal remains of the dome stand exactly as they did right after the bomb blast. Continuing on, you will see a wonderful reconstruction of the 16th-century 
Hiroshima Castle, a historical building that the atomic bomb leveled. Rebuilt in 1958, the stone and wooden castle rises five stories above its immaculately 
landscaped grounds and is surrounded by a protective moat.

   ·Discover how Hiroshima has risen from the ashes of the 1945 atomic bomb blast here.
   ·Behold the ruins of the Atomic Bomb Dome, which has become a symbol of Hiroshima.
   ·Pause for photos at Hiroshima Castle, an exact replica of the 16th-century original.
   ·Appreciate the castle’s strategic setting and perfectly manicured grounds.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour is primarily panoramic in nature and walking is at the guests’ discretion during the photo stops. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a 
collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach, and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. The tour sequence may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

BUSAN, SOUTH KOREA

Duration: 6.00 Hrs

BSN-006   HAEDONG YUNGGUNGSA TEMPLE & CITY TOUR

Tour Price: $169.00

April 17, 2023  11:30 AMDate:

Discover the area’s most iconic architecture, both ancient and modern, before immersing yourself in local daily life by visiting two bustling marketplaces. 
Originally built in the 14th century, Haedong Yonggungsa is revered for its pagoda and Buddhist sanctum inside a cave. It is said that the Great Goddess 
Buddha lives in the sea and appears on the back of a dragon, making Haedong Yonggungsa one of three sacred places related to the Goddess Buddha. The 
108 steps down to the temple represent the 108 anguishes in Buddhist life. For a glimpse into South Korea’s modern architecture, you will visit the 
glass-and-steel domed APEC House. This airy, light-filled building was designed to represent the spirit of openness and cooperation, as it is used for meetings 
and international summits. You will then browse Gukje Market, the country’s largest traditional market, and Jagalchi Fish Market, South Korea’s largest seafood 
market. Both display an extraordinary amount of merchandise.

   ·Visit a temple that is one of three sacred places related to the Goddess Buddha.
   ·See South Korea’s modern side at a seaside building used for international summits.
   ·Enjoy a buffet lunch, then peruse traditional merchandise such as clothing and ceramics at Gukje Market.
   ·Browse the stalls of Jagalchi Fish Market, observing the exotic marine creatures.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 2½ hours of moderate to strenuous walking with some uneven surfaces and more than 100 steps to negotiate at the temple. The aisles 
at the fish market are narrow and the flooring can be wet and slippery. Lines may be long. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with mobility 
concerns. The tour sequence may vary.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BSN-007   BEOMEOSA TEMPLE AND MARKETS

Tour Price: $99.00

April 17, 2023  12:45 PMDate:

Visit an ancient Buddhist temple that dates to the Silla Dynasty before returning to Busan for a revealing glimpse into modern daily life at two bustling 
marketplaces. The temple is Beomeosa, a sprawling complex nestled on a mountainside surrounded by wisteria woods. Many of the buildings date from the 7th 
and 8th centuries, although after countless invasions they have been repeatedly reconstructed. In all likelihood, you will see the monks praying and chanting in 
Buddha Hall. A glimpse into two of Busan’s most bustling markets follows. Refugees of the Korean War started Gukje, which has grown into the country’s 
largest traditional market. Fresh seafood is the allure of Jagalchi Fish Market, where every imaginable fish and exotic sea creature is displayed on ice. Both 
markets are excellent venues for people-watching and to observe daily life.

   ·Explore a reconstructed Buddhist temple complex that looks like it did in the 7th century.
   ·Observe the monks at prayer.
   ·Stroll the maze-like aisles in Korea’s largest traditional market.
   ·Browse countless stalls laden with exotic seafood in Jagalchi Fish Market.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes with non-slip soles.

This tour includes about two hours of moderate to strenuous walking with some uneven surfaces and about 100 steps to negotiate at the temple. The aisles at 
the fish market are narrow and the floor can be wet and slippery. Lines may be long. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests or to those with mobility 
concerns. The tour sequence may vary.

Duration: 3.75 Hrs

BSN-008   HAEDONG YONGGUNGSA TEMPLE & FISH MARKET

Tour Price: $99.00

April 17, 2023  01:00 PMDate:

Recognize how the sea greatly influences local life by visiting several representative coastal attractions. Unlike the majority of Buddhist temples, Haedong 
Yonggungsa was constructed right on the shore in honor of the fact that the Great Goddess Buddha lives in the sea. The temple that stands today is an exact 
replica of the 14th-century original. The designers of the modern APEC House believe its seaside location provides a calm setting for the meetings and 
international summits that are held there. Natural light bathes the airy interior, adding to the soothing ambiance. The sea’s bounty will be evident as you browse 
the Jagalchi Fish Market, South Korea’s largest seafood market. Each morning, fresh fish and every other imaginable marine creature is delivered, iced and 
displayed in the seemingly endless shops and stalls. Other seafood is kept live in water tanks. Besides its incredible variety of seafood, the market is an 
excellent venue for people-watching.

   ·Visit a seaside temple that is one of three sacred places related to the Goddess Buddha.
   ·See South Korea’s modern side at a seaside building used for international summits.
   ·Browse the stalls of Jagalchi Fish Market, observing the exotic marine creatures.

• Dress in weather-appropriate clothing. • Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 2 hours of walking. It is not available to guests who utilize a wheelchair. Those guests with mobility concerns are cautioned to 
evaluate their personal level of ability and stamina. Guests will have to negotiate many steps at the temple and wet floors at the fish market. Casual clothing and 
comfortable, non-slip walking shoes are suggested. The order of the sites visited or viewed may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

BSN-004   TEA CULTURE AND CITY HIGHLIGHTS

Tour Price: $139.00

April 17, 2023  01:15 PMDate:

Participate in an elegant Korean tea ceremony, followed by a relaxing stroll through an urban park and a glimpse into daily life at a bustling fish market. Also 
known as a “darye,” meaning “etiquette for tea,” the ceremony has been practiced for thousands of years. During the elegant ceremony, you will discover many 
of the ritual’s nuances, which involve visual beauty, the aroma of the tea and its flavor. The experience is intended to heighten the senses and provide a path to 
spiritual enlightenment. Yongdusan Park offers another venue ideal for relaxation, as it is a leafy urban oasis. Feel free to meander the grounds, where you are 
sure to see local residents enjoying the serenity. Jagalchi Fish Market will offer a change of pace, as it is a bustling energetic venue A favorite of locals, the fish 
market offers a wonderful glimpse into daily life and the bounty of the sea.

   ·Join in a tea ceremony meant to provide spiritual enlightenment.
   ·Stroll through tranquil Yongdusan Park, which Busan Tower dominates.
   ·Browse the stalls of Jagalchi Fish Market, observing the exotic marine creatures.
   ·Stay in town after the excursion and return on your own, if you choose.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 1½ hours of easy walking and standing with some wet tile surfaces and narrow aisles at the Jagalchi Fish Market. The tour is not 
available to wheelchair guests and those with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. Guests must sit on the floor for 
about 40 minutes during the tea ceremony or in the few available chairs. Entrance to the Busan Tower is not included. Drop-off location for free time will be at 
the Hotel Foret nearby Gukje Market and Jagalchi Fish Market. Photography is not allowed at the cultural performance. The order of the sites viewed or visited 
may vary.

Duration: 3.75 Hrs

BSN-001   CULTURAL PERFORMANCE & BUSAN CITY

Tour Price: $119.00

April 17, 2023  01:30 PMDate:

Delve into the culture of Busan by visiting some of its most representative attractions and by watching a traditional dance performance at the city’s cultural 
center. The performance will include a selection of regional dances that are improvisational rather than choreographed. South Korean dances are more about 
feelings than telling stories, and you can expect the show to be quite moving. On the other hand, Yongdusan Park conveys a sense of serenity, as you will see 
by meandering the paths of this urban oasis. Now a symbol of the city, Busan Tower rises high above the park. To experience local life on a more intimate level, 
you will also visit the Jagalchi Fish Market, the country’s largest seafood market. As you browse the stalls and stores, you can expect to find every imaginable 
marine creature, including live eels, sea squirts and skates, which are similar to stingrays.

   ·Watch a traditional dance performance at a cultural center.
   ·Stroll through tranquil Yongdusan Park, which Busan Tower dominates.
   ·Browse the stalls of Jagalchi Fish Market, observing the exotic marine creatures.
   ·Stay in town after the excursion and return on your own, if you choose.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about 1½ hours of easy walking and standing with some wet tile surfaces and narrow aisles at the Jagalchi Fish Market. The tour is available 
to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach and have an able-bodied companion to assist 
them. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. Entrance to the Busan Tower is not included. Drop-off 
location for free time will be at the Hotel Foret nearby Gukje Market and Jagalchi Fish Market. Photography is not allowed at the cultural performance. The order 
of the sites viewed or visited may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

NAGASAKI, JAPAN

Duration: 7.00 Hrs

NGS-002   THE SPLENDOR OF ARITA & NAGASAKI

Tour Price: $259.00

April 18, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Discover the extraordinary ceramics produced in the city of Arita and then visit a memorial park in Nagasaki near the epicenter of the 1945 atomic bomb blast. 
Although it will take two hours to reach Arita, it will be well worth the time. Your immersion into ceramics will begin at Fukagawa-Seiji, a crafts company founded 
in 1894. The artisans here are particularly revered for their porcelain, especially the white porcelain that appears transparent. As you will see, traditional 
methods are still used to manufacture a wide variety of products. During free time in Arita’s atmospheric Old Town, be sure to browse the pottery galleries. 
While Arita is considered the birthplace of Japanese porcelain, Nagasaki will forever be remembered for the devastating atomic bomb that was dropped here. 
As you meander through the Peace Memorial Park, you can take a moment to reflect on the bomb’s effects.

   ·Enjoy an enlightening tour of a ceramics factory that opened in Arita in 1894.
   ·Behold the extraordinary porcelain and ceramics on display.
   ·Browse the porcelain galleries in Arita’s lovely Old Town.
   ·Take a leisurely walk through Nagasaki’s serene Peace Memorial Park.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring local currency for shopping.

This tour includes about 2½ hours of walking with some steps to negotiate. This tour is not available to wheelchair guests and those with mobility concerns 
should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The order of sites visited may vary. On shorter port calls, the tour will last 6½ hours and visit 
Genemongama Pottery instead of Arita’s old town.

Duration: 7.25 Hrs

NGS-006   HIGHLIGHTS OF UNZEN AND SHIMABARA

Tour Price: $339.00

April 18, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Stroll a boardwalk that winds through boiling geothermal springs known as Unzen Hell and then visit Shimabara castle, which a cruel feudal lord built in the 17th 
century. A magma reservoir at the bottom of a nearby bay causes the steaming, hissing landscape of Unzen Hell, which is of geological and historical interest. 
Here, between 1627 and 1632, dozens of Christians were executed by being thrown into the boiling waters to suppress the spread of Christianity, which had 
been introduced to Japan about 100 years earlier. A plaque stands at Unzen Hell to commemorate the martyrs. The struggles of Japan’s early Christians are 
also detailed at Shimabara Castle, which was built by the lord that ordered the Christians to be murdered at Unzen Hell. The museum inside the castle 
showcases the ordeals of Christians at the time and their uprising in the Shimabara Rebellion. The five-tiered castle is a reproduction of the original, except for 
the stone foundation and moat that survived intact.

   ·Marvel at the bubbling sulfur pits and hissing steam vents at aptly named Unzen Hell.
   ·Discover why Christians were boiled alive in its geothermal springs in the early 1600s.
   ·Explore imposing Shimabara Castle, a reproduction built on the original stone foundation.
   ·Browse a castle museum that details the struggles of the early Christians in Japan.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring local currency for shopping.

This tour includes about two hours of moderate walking and standing. There will be gravel paths, cobblestone surfaces and a few steps to negotiate at 
Shimabara Castle. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach, and have 
an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The tour sequence 
may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

NGS-001   HIGHLIGHTS OF NAGASAKI

Tour Price: $139.00

April 18, 2023  09:15 AM,  01:15 PMDate:

Visit the key landmarks in Nagasaki, most of which recognize the devastating effects of the atomic bomb that was dropped on the city in August 1945. At first 
glance, the city appears to be modern, having been rebuilt since the end of World War II; however, your exploration will also reveal more historical areas with 
temples and secluded gardens. Still, attractions that commemorate Nagasaki’s destruction from the bomb blast take center stage. The Peace Memorial Park 
now stands near Ground Zero and features statues and sculptures that countries all over the world have donated. The statue of a man with his right arm 
pointing to the sky to indicate the continued threat of nuclear destruction is particularly moving. You will also browse the Atomic Bomb Museum, which holds 
hundreds of artifacts that show the power of the bomb’s impact and contains displays on modern nuclear technology.

   ·Enjoy a panoramic drive around Nagasaki that reveals its modern and historical sides.
   ·Focus on attractions that reveal the destruction of the atomic bomb dropped here in 1945.
   ·Reflect on the effects of the bomb blast in Peace Memorial Park.
   ·Browse the riveting and poignant exhibits in the Atomic Bomb Museum.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring local currency for shopping.

This tour includes about 2½ hours of walking with a limited number of steps to negotiate. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability 
before joining the tour. This tour includes sensitive material, including graphic pictures and displays on the atrocities of war. The order of sites visited may vary.

Duration: 4.75 Hrs

NGS-004   PANORAMIC NAGASAKI

Tour Price: $129.00

April 18, 2023  09:30 AMDate:

Take in the natural beauty of Nagasaki and some of the most scenic vistas in and around town, beginning with a stop atop Mount Inasayama. Thanks to the 
mountain’s proximity to the city center, you will be treated to sweeping vistas of the urban sprawl. Ask the guide to point out the Peace Memorial Park, as it will 
be your next destination. It is located near Ground Zero of the atomic bomb that was dropped here in 1945. Today, the park is a lush oasis full of fountains, 
statues and sculptures that countries around the world have donated in the name of peace. You will also visit Urakami Cathedral, where relics damaged in the 
bomb blast are on display, including charred stone saints. For a different historical reference point, you will pause at Dejima, an artificial island built in 1636 to 
segregate the Portuguese population and control their missionary activities. Dejima is now part of the mainland.

   ·Enjoy a mountaintop view of Nagasaki that shows the dramatic lay of the land.
   ·Reflect on the effects of the 1945 atomic bomb blast in the serene Peace Memorial Park.
   ·See religious relics damaged in the bomb blast at Urakami Cathedral, which was leveled.
   ·Pause at Dejima and hear why the Portuguese were segregated here in the 17th century.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

The tour is available to guests who utilize a wheelchair who can make their way on and off the coach and have a companion to assist them.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

NGS-005   BEST OF NAGASAKI

Tour Price: $149.00

April 18, 2023  09:45 AMDate:

Delve into the culture and history of Nagasaki by visiting two museums and a park that reveal the effects of the 1945 atomic blast and the isolationist Edo 
period. As you browse the displays in the Atomic Bomb Museum, you will learn about the city’s culture before the bomb struck and the aftermath of the atomic 
blast. The museum’s goal is to candidly show the devastation from the atomic bomb in hopes that nuclear weapons will eventually be abolished. It is only fitting 
that you will next visit the Peace Memorial Park, an urban greenspace built near Ground Zero of the atomic blast. For a different perspective of Nagasaki’s past, 
you will tour an historical museum on Dejima, an artificial island built hundreds of years ago to isolate Portuguese missionaries. Through documents, artwork 
and restored buildings, the museum shows what life was like during this cultural period.

   ·Browse the riveting and poignant exhibits in the Atomic Bomb Museum.
   ·Reflect on the effects of the 1945 atomic bomb blast in Peace Memorial Park.
   ·Pause at Dejima and hear why the Portuguese were segregated here in the 17th century.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring local currency for shopping.

This tour includes about three hours of easy to moderate walking and standing with some steps. The tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a 
collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach, and have an able-bodied companion to assist them. Guests with mobility concerns 
should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. Weather appropriate clothing; sun cap; sunglasses; and flat, comfortable walking shoes are 
recommended. The tour sequence may vary.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

HOSOSHIMA, JAPAN

Duration: 2.75 Hrs

HSM-004   MIMITSU OLD TOWN & OMI SHRINE

Tour Price: $179.00

April 19, 2023  10:30 AM,  02:15 PMDate:

Tour the meticulously preserved 19th-century buildings in Mimitsu, which reflect a time when the port was bustling with trade and manufacturing. While visiting, 
you can expect to see historical residences, a folk museum and the Mimitsu Machinami Center, which was once a large supplier of kimonos. In its heyday, the 
township was called the “Thousand Houses of Mimitsu,” a reference to the concentration of merchant homes downtown. Once the railway was built, Mimitsu’s 
importance as a port diminished. Fortunately, many buildings were preserved, which has breathed new life into the city. You will next visit Omi Shrine, where 
Jimmu, Japan’s first emperor, is said to have prayed for victory in unifying the country in the 7th century BC. The shrine is dedicated to Amaterasu, the 
Japanese sun goddess. According to legend, Jimmu is a descendant of Amaterasu. While the shrine is small, the turtle-shaped rocks in the gardens are the 
main draw, and you may see pilgrims praying here.

   ·Explore the once-thriving, wonderfully preserved 19th-century town of Mimitsu.
   ·Browse a former shop that was once a large supplier of colorful kimonos.
   ·Visit Omi Shrine, where Japan’s first emperor supposedly prayed in the 7th century BC.
   ·Pause at the shrine’s turtle-shaped rocks, where pilgrims pray for longevity and protection.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes nearly 1.5-hours of walking/standing on mostly flat surfaces and a few steps to negotiate. There are some slopes and steep inclines at Omi 
Shrine. This tour is not recommended for wheel chair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns.

Duration: 6.50 Hrs

HSM-001   BEST OF MIYAZAKI

Tour Price: $349.00

April 19, 2023  10:45 AMDate:

Discover two representative attractions within the Miyazaki Prefecture: an island surrounded by unusual geological formations and a Shinto shrine dedicated to 
Emperor Jimmu. Waves created the bizarre-looking sandstone and mudstone formations around Aoshima Island, a phenomenon known as the “Devil’s 
Washboard.” As you will discover, the island is also acclaimed for its flora and has been declared a national monument for its outstanding natural beauty and 
geological wonders. Miyazaki Shrine is even more revered, as it is dedicated to Jimmu, the first emperor of Japan, according to legend. He supposedly traveled 
through the area while unifying the country in the 7th century BC. Made of cedar, the Mayazaki Shrine is magnificent in its simplicity. It sits within a forest along 
with a number of other shrines that make up the complex, which is accessed through a bright-red gateway. While meandering about, look for the white wisteria 
tree that is estimated to be 400 years old.

   ·See the ribbed rocks known as the “Devil’s Washboard” that surround Aoshima Island.
   ·Enjoy Aoshima’s natural beauty, which earned it a national monument designation.
   ·Visit Mayazaki Shrine, which is dedicated to Japan’s mythological first emperor.
   ·Revel in the shrine’s glorious forest setting, home to a 400-year-old wisteria tree.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes nearly 2-hours of walking/standing on mostly flat, paved and cobbled surfaces, a few steps and soft slopes. This tour is not recommended for 
wheel chair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns.

Duration: 6.50 Hrs

HSM-002   TAKACHIHO GORGE

Tour Price: $299.00

April 19, 2023  10:45 AMDate:

Behold a stunningly beautiful, nearly vertical gorge carved out volcanic rock and then visit a wooden Shinto shrine revered for its spiritual powers. You will 
observe Takachiho Gorge from several vantage points, where the river at its bottom may be as smooth as glass or interrupted by mist-shrouded waterfalls that 
spill over the towering cliffs. You may spot people in rowboats and walking along the path that follows the top of the gorge and others simply reflecting in the 
natural beauty. The gorge radiates spiritual energy and has long been a place of religious importance. You will also see nearby Takachiho shrine, whose 
buildings are unpainted so that they blend harmoniously with the natural environment. Shaded by ancient cedar trees, Takachiho shrine supposedly sits on a 
spot where the sun goddess Amaterasu descended to Earth 12 centuries ago. Today, the shrine is considered a “power spot” that provides visitors with spiritual 
rehabilitation.

   ·Gaze down on the gently flowing Gokase River from atop the cliffs at Takachiho Gorge.
   ·Absorb the spiritual energy that the gorge is said to radiate.
   ·Pause to reflect at Takachiho shrine, a “power spot” that may offer spiritual rehabilitation.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes nearly 2.5-hours of walking/standing, mostly through walking trails with many steps, stairs and inclines. The drive to/from Takachiho Gorge is 
over 1-hour through mountain roads with some hairpin curves. This tour is not available for wheel chair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

Duration: 3.25 Hrs

HSM-003   HOSOSHIMA HIGHLIGHTS

Tour Price: $179.00

April 19, 2023  01:30 PMDate:

Explore several sacred sites revered for their reflective gardens and see one of the most striking geological wonders in the Miyazaki Prefecture. Although the 
views from hilltop Myokokuji are spectacular, the Buddhist temple is better known for its fabulous gardens, particularly the cycads that grow there. The oldest is 
thought to be more than 1,000 years old. You will also stop at Umagase, vertical cliffs of pillar-like rock formations that plummet more than 200 feet straight 
down into a waterway below. From the observatory at the summit, you will enjoy the ultimate view of this geological wonder on Cape Hyuga. At Omi Shrine, you 
will notice that it is dedicated to Amaterasu, the Japanese sun goddess. The rather small shrine was built in 1936 on the site of an earlier shrine. Its main draw 
are the usual rock formations in the gardens. Pilgrims come to pray at the turtle-shaped rocks, which are said to ensure longevity and protection.

   ·Admire the extraordinary gardens at the Buddhist temple Myokokuji.
   ·See a cycad at the temple that is supposedly more than 1,000 years old.
   ·View the dramatic cliffs of pillar-like rock formations at the geological wonder Umagase.
   ·Pause at Omi Shrine’s turtle-shaped rocks, where pilgrims pray.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes approximately 2.5-hours of walking/standing on smooth and gravel surfaces, with approximately 50 steps and some steep inclines. This tour 
is not recommended for wheel chair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns.
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OPTIONAL SHORE EXCURSIONS

KOCHI, JAPAN

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

KZC-002   JAPANESE PAPER MAKING EXPERIENCE

Tour Price: $149.00

April 20, 2023  08:00 AM,  12:00 PMDate:

Discover the art of Washi paper making at a craft village near the beautiful Niyodo River. As you will see, the paper is made by hand using raw materials 
sourced from the surrounding forest. Extraordinarily clean water is also essential to the process, which is why the village was established by the river. Stronger 
and more durable than ordinary paper, Washi paper is traditionally used for arts, crafts and writing. Although the Chinese originally created paper, Buddhist 
monks introduced it to Japan in the 7th century so they could write down their scriptures. Washi paper is made from the inner bark of three indigenous plants, 
and while the process has become mechanized, the artisans at the craft village still work by hand. Later, you will see the crystal-clear waters of the Niyodo River 
from the low Nagoya Chinka Bridge, which was designed to let flood waters rush over it.

   ·See how artisans make traditional Washi paper by hand in a craft village.
   ·Recognize the attributes of Washi paper and why it is ideal for arts and crafts.
   ·Gain an understanding of the history of paper making in Japan.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour is available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair and are able to make their own way on and off the transportation. Guests must be 
self-sufficient or travel with a companion who can provide assistance.

Duration: 3.00 Hrs

KZC-001   BEAUTIFUL TEMPLE & GARDENS

Tour Price: $139.00

April 20, 2023  08:15 AM,  12:15 PMDate:

Explore two extraordinary landmarks atop Mount Godaisan, a sacred mountain not far from downtown Kochi. Established in the 8th century, Chikurinji Temple 
features an unusual five-story burgundy pagoda and is an important stop on a pilgrimage route that includes 88 temples. Known as a temple of learning, 
Chikurinji contains scrolls of great importance. It is also where Japan’s beloved Buddhist saint Kobo Daishi received his training. He is venerated as a deity in 
one of the temple’s halls. Nearby, you find the Makino Botanical Garden, built in 1958 to honor the Father of Japanese Botany, Kochi-born Dr. Tomitaro Makino. 
More than 3,000 species of plants flourish here, and as you stroll through the green oasis you can’t help but feel immensely relaxed. If the outdoor experience 
piques your curiosity about Dr. Makino, visit the Exhibition Hall that focuses on his life and achievements.

   ·Take in the serenity of Chikurinji Temple, an important stop on a pilgrimage route.
   ·Admire the temple’s five-story pagoda and its unusual burgundy color.
   ·Stroll the winding paths of a garden dedicated to the Father of Japanese Botany.
   ·Recognize the achievements of botanist Dr. Tomitaro Makino in an exhibition hall.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes about two hours of walking on flat, hilly and steep terrains with about 150 steps at Chikurinji temple. This tour is not available to wheel chair 
guests or those with walking or mobility concerns.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

KZC-003   EKINGURA MUSEUM & KOCHI CASTLE

Tour Price: $259.00

April 20, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Delve into the fiery art of 19th-century Kochi artist Ekin at a museum dedicated to his work and explore Kochi Castle, which looms atop Otakasa Hill. Known for 
his magnificent folding screen artwork with red as the dominant color, Ekin painted ordinary subject matters that common people adored such as fishing and 
farming. You will find many of his most passionate pieces displayed at Ekingura Museum, including unusual ones meant to be viewed through peepholes. For a 
glimpse into the local culture in the 17th-century, you will visit Kochi Castle, an extraordinary building that has endured invasions, fires and natural disasters. 
One of a dozen Japanese castles with its original keep and palace, the castle is an architectural gem with a wooden interior that reflects the style of the Edo 
Period.

   ·Peruse the bright, energetic artwork of Ekin, an esteemed 19th-century Kochi artist.
   ·See folding screen paintings meant to be viewed through peepholes.
   ·Explore Kochi Castle, the seat of the powerful Yamauchi lords during the Edo Period.
   ·Appreciate the historical significance of the castle’s original 17th-century keep and palace.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

This tour includes more than two hours of walking on flat, hilly and steep terrain with about 160 steps to reach the castle’s main building and additional stairs 
inside. This tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns. Flash photography and the use of tripods is prohibited inside 
the castle. Guests might be asked to remove their shoes and wear provided slippers in some areas of the castle.
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Duration: 5.00 Hrs

KZC-004   RYUGADO CAVES & KOCHI CASTLE

Tour Price: $239.00

April 20, 2023  08:30 AMDate:

Discover the geological wonders in the Ryugado Caves and then explore Kochi’s iconic early 17th-century castle. Designated an official national monument, the 
limestone caves are full of remarkable, illuminated formations named for figures from Japanese mythology. Artifacts and earthenware found in the caves 
indicate that they were inhabited about 2,000 years ago. Today, about 100 species of animals live inside, including bats, shrimp and crabs. The Japanese 
government has also recognized Kochi Castle for its cultural importance, in part because its keep and palace are original, despite being damaged from fires and 
invasions. Sometimes called the “Hawk Castle” for its curved tile roof, Kochi Castle also features a large Otemon Gate with a watch room where guards could 
monitor those entering the castle. Kochi is one of the few castles in Japan with spikes embedded in the walls to deter ninjas.

   ·Observe the unusual geological formations within the Ryugado Caves.
   ·Learn about the people that inhabited the caves 2,000 years ago.
   ·Explore Kochi Castle, the seat of the powerful Yamauchi lords during the Edo Period.
   ·Appreciate the historical significance of the castle’s original 17th-century keep and palace.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Bring a rain jacket, as water may drip from the cave ceiling.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes with non-slip soles.

There are nearly 800 steps at the caves and about 200 more at Kochi Castle. This tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with walking or mobility 
concerns and is not recommended for guests that suffer from claustrophobia. Photography is prohibited in the cave areas inhabited by bats. Flash photography 
and the use of tripods is prohibited inside the castle. Guests might be asked to remove their shoes and wear provided slippers in some areas of the castle.

Duration: 3.25 Hrs

KZC-006   RYUGADO CAVES

Tour Price: $159.00

April 20, 2023  08:45 AMDate:

Walk through one of Japan’s largest stalactite caves, a wondrous setting that has been designated a national natural monument. The caves are located within 
Mount Sampo and are estimated to be at least 175 million years old. While meandering along the caves’ narrow paths and steel platforms, you will behold an 
abundance of unusual formations, many of them named for figures from Japanese mythology. Colored lights illuminate the formations to add drama. About 100 
different species of animals inhabit the caves, including marine creatures such as shrimp and crabs that can be seen in the streams that flow throughout the 
caves. Humans lived here about 2,000 years ago, a fact determined when extremely rare earthenware and charcoal furnaces were uncovered near the caves’ 
entrance. Perhaps the most remarkable relic is God’s Vessel, an earthenware vessel encased in a stalactite.

   ·Observe the unusual geological formations within the Ryugado Caves.
   ·Learn about the people that inhabited the caves 2,000 years ago.
   ·Look for marine creatures in the streams and waterfalls throughout the caves.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Bring a rain jacket, as water may drip from the cave ceiling.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes with non-slip soles.

There are nearly 800 steps at the caves This tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns and is not recommended for 
guests that suffer from claustrophobia. Photography is prohibited in the cave areas inhabited by bats.

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

KZC-005   KOCHI CASTLE & KATSURAHAMA BEACH

Tour Price: $129.00

April 20, 2023  09:00 AMDate:

Enjoy a spectacular view of Kochi and beyond from its namesake 17th-century castle and then spend free time at nearby beach known for its stunning natural 
beauty. Kochi Castle sits atop Otakasa Hill and is considered so iconic that it has become a symbol of the city. Even the Japanese government holds the castle 
dear and has officially recognized its cultural importance. Highlights of the five-story castle include the original keep and palace. You might also notice the 
spikes embedded in the stone walls, which were added to discourage ninja attacks. An entirely different setting awaits you at Katsurahama, a tranquil beach 
with shaded walking paths. Although swimming is prohibited because of the strong currents, Katsurahama is still quite popular because of its scenery. The 
statue of Kochi-born Sakamoto Ryoma, one of the architects of modern Japan, is also worth a look.

   ·Explore Kochi Castle, the seat of the powerful Yamauchi lords during the Edo Period.
   ·Appreciate the historical significance of the castle’s original 17th-century keep and palace.
   ·Spend free time strolling along the shore at Katsurahama Beach.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.

There are about 200 steps to negotiate at Kochi Castle. This tour is not available to wheelchair guests or those with walking or mobility concerns. Flash 
photography and the use of tripods is prohibited inside the castle. Guests might be asked to remove their shoes and wear provided slippers in some areas of the 
castle.
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SHIMIZU, JAPAN

Duration: 4.50 Hrs

SMZ-003   MT FUJI VIEWS, TEA CEREMONY & ART MUSEUM

Tour Price: $129.00

April 21, 2023  11:45 AM,  01:00 PMDate:

Delve into Japanese culture by visiting an art museum, enjoying a ritualistic tea ceremony and admiring sacred Mount Fuji. The Tokaido Hiroshige Art Museum 
holds more than 1,000 woodblock prints from Utagawa Hiroshige, a 19th-century master of the ukiyo-e genre, which typically depicts subjects of everyday life. 
Hiroshige’s genius for landscape composition and color in works such as “The Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido” influenced European painters such as 
Claude Monet and Vincent van Gogh. The tea ceremony that follows will be inspirational in a different way. You will be served traditional green tea in a manner 
that is a ritualistic art form that will elevate the tea to more than a mere beverage. You will then drive to the seaside pine grove Miho no Matsubara. The grove 
consists of more than 50,000 pine trees, and the view of Mount Fuji from the shore is considered one of the top three vistas in Japan.

   ·Recognize the genius of 19th-century artist Utagawa Hiroshige in his namesake museum.
   ·Experience the Way of the Tea during a ritualistic tea ceremony.
   ·Behold Mount Fiji from Miho no Matsubara, a perspective that has long inspired artists.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes more than two hours of moderate walking and standing. There will be sand, concrete and gravel paths, as well as a significant number of 
steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who should evaluate their stamina 
and ability before joining the tour. The tea ceremony is limited to 15 guests at a time and guests must remove their shoes when entering the tea room. Views of 
Mt. Fuji are weather dependent. The tour sequence may vary.

Duration: 4.75 Hrs

SMZ-004   FISH MARKET AND KUNOZAN TOSHOGU SHRINE

Tour Price: $199.00

April 21, 2023  12:00 PMDate:

Enjoy a stunning view of Mount Fuji from a beautiful shrine built to honor one of Japan’s feudal lords and then savor a seafood lunch at a bustling fresh fish 
market. You will reach the shrine via cable car from the Nihondaira Park Outlook, which offers a glorious view of Suruga Bay and majestic Mount Fuji. Dedicated 
to the feudal lord Tokugawa Ieyasu, who unified Japan in the early 1600s, the shrine is a complex of ornate bright-red buildings constructed in the Shinto style. 
The carved ceiling in Honden Hall is particularly interesting. For a bit of entertainment, you might select a random paper fortune from a box and then tie it to a 
string in hopes that the fortune will come true. This common practice at Japanese shrines is known as “omikuji.” Back in Shimizu, where you will stroll through 
Kashi-no-Ichi, a large fish market on the waterfront where you will enjoy lunch in one of the restaurants.

   ·Ride a cable car from a lookout that offers a gorgeous view of Suruga Bay and Mount Fuji.
   ·Wander through a Shinto shrine, taking note of the spectacular architecture and artifacts.
   ·Dine on traditional Japanese dishes at a restaurant within a bustling fish market.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about two hours of moderate walking and standing and numerous steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and not 
considered suitable for those with mobility concerns. The tour sequence may vary.

Duration: 5.00 Hrs

SMZ-005   KUNOZAN TOSHOGU SHRINE & MIHO NO MATSUBARA

Tour Price: $149.00

April 21, 2023  12:15 PMDate:

Gaze upon sacred Mount Fuji from several perspectives that include a hilltop shrine and a coastal pine grove so stunningly scenic that artists have captured its 
beauty for centuries. A cable car will bring you to Kunozan Toshogu Shrine and during the ride you will enjoy sweeping views of Suruga Bay and majestic Mount 
Fuji. The shrine is a complex of ornate bright-red buildings constructed in the Shinto style. The second shogun of the Tokugawa government built the temple to 
honor his father, Tokugawa Ieyasu, who unified Japan in the early 1600s. The three main halls within the complex are elaborately decorated, but vary 
architecturally. You will enjoy a different perspective of Mount Fuji from the seaside pine grove Miho no Matsubara. The grove consists of more than 50,000 pine 
trees, including a 650-year-old tree thought to have mythical powers. The view of the sacred mountain behind the forest is absolutely spectacular.

   ·Ride a cable car from a lookout that offers a gorgeous view of Suruga Bay and Mount Fuji.
   ·Wander through a Shinto shrine, taking note of the spectacular architecture and artifacts.
   ·Behold Mount Fiji from Miho no Matsubara, a perspective that has long inspired artists.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about 2½ hours of moderate walking and standing and numerous steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and not 
considered suitable for those with mobility concerns. The tour sequence may vary.
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Duration: 4.25 Hrs

SMZ-002   CASTLE GARDEN & SHIZOUKA SENGEN SHRINE

Tour Price: $119.00

April 21, 2023  12:30 PMDate:

Explore a park built around a nearly 400-year-old castle, an unusual shrine complex and a coastal pine grove that offers a stunning view of Mount Fuji. While the 
moats and walls of Sunpu Castle are original, some of what you will see while meandering the grounds is a reproduction, including the main gate and the 
structure from which heavy stones were dropped on invaders. The architecture is decidedly different at nearby Shizuoka Sengen, a shrine designed in the 
Momoyama style, which uses extensive lacquer, wooden carvings and gold leaf. Still, the highlight is the collection of traditional artifacts such as swords, armor 
suits and musical instruments. Mount Fuji plays a dominant role at your next destination, as it serves as the backdrop for the seaside pine grove Miho no 
Matsubara. The view from the shore with Mount Fuji lording over the scenery is considered one of Japan’s best.

   ·Explore the grounds of a castle where the legendary Shogun warrior Ieyasu once lived.
   ·Browse a collection of revealing artifacts at a shrine that is architecturally extraordinary.
   ·Behold Mount Fiji from Miho no Matsubara, a perspective that has long inspired artists.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes nearly two hours of moderate walking. There will be sand, concrete and gravel paths, as well as a significant number of steps to negotiate. 
The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who should evaluate their stamina and ability before 
joining the tour. The tour sequence may vary.

Duration: 4.00 Hrs

SMZ-001   MOUNT FUJI HIGHLIGHTS

Tour Price: $119.00

April 21, 2023  12:45 PMDate:

Visit a serene shrine and one of Japan’s most stunningly natural seaside settings, both lying in the shadow of majestic Mount Fuji. The mountain is Japan’s 
highest and a UNESCO World Heritage Site for being a “sacred place and source of artistic inspiration.” Prior to ascending Mount Fuji, climbers often pray at 
Fujisan Hongu Sengen Taisha Shrine, which will be your first stop. Since being constructed in the early 17th century, the shrine has been considered a guardian 
deity that prevents natural disasters and ensures easy childbirth. Inside, there is a pond that attracts pilgrims who come to purify themselves in the clear water. 
Mount Fuji reigns as the dominant feature throughout this area, as you will discover at the seaside pine grove Miho no Matsubara. With snow-capped Mount Fuji 
looming in the background and more than 50,000 pine trees in the foreground, it offers one of the most stunning views in Japan and has inspired artists for 
centuries.

   ·Reflect at a shrine and pilgrimage site where climbers pray before ascending Mount Fiji.
   ·Enjoy the natural beauty surrounding the shrine, especially the hundreds of cherry trees.
   ·Behold Mount Fiji from Miho no Matsubara, a perspective that has long inspired artists.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about 1½ hours of moderate walking. There will be sand, concrete and gravel paths, as well as steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to 
wheelchair guests and may not be suitable for those with mobility concerns who should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The tour 
sequence may vary.

Duration: 3.50 Hrs

SMZ-006   NIHONDAIRA AND KUNOZAN TOSHOGU SHRINE

Tour Price: $149.00

April 21, 2023  01:15 PMDate:

Gain a deeper understanding of Japan’s history by visiting a 17th-century shrine built to honor the first shogun of the Tokugawa dynasty. Kunozan Toshogu 
Shrine perches on a hilltop above Nihondaira Park Outlook, from which you will enjoy a glorious view of Suruga Bay and majestic Mount Fuji. The shrine is 
traditionally reached by climbing about 1,000 steps; however, you will reach the shrine via cable car. While browsing the ornate bright-red buildings within the 
shrine complex, be sure to notice the guardian statue near the Romon Gate, the drum tower and the stables. The shrine’s historical museum is another 
highlight, as it contains Japanese swords, armor and rare objects of art. For a bit of entertainment, you might select a random paper fortune from a box outside 
on the grounds and then tie it to a string in hopes that the fortune will come true. This common practice at Japanese shrines is known as “omikuji.”

   ·Take in the commanding views of the bay and Mount Fuji from the Nihondaira lookout.
   ·Ride a cable car from the scenic lookout up to Kunozan Toshogu Shrine.
   ·Wander through the Shinto shrine, taking note of the spectacular architecture and artifacts.
   ·Discover the accomplishments of lord Tokugawa Ieyasu, to whom the shrine is dedicated.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour includes about two hours of moderate walking and standing and numerous steps to negotiate. The tour is not available to wheelchair guests and not 
considered suitable for those with mobility concerns. The tour sequence may vary.
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Duration: 2.75 Hrs

SMZ-007   SCENIC DRIVE WITH VIEW OF MT. FUJI

Tour Price: $99.00

April 21, 2023  01:15 PMDate:

Enjoy a relaxing and immensely picturesque drive through the countryside, pausing on occasion for photos of the most remarkable sights within the Shizuoka 
Prefecture. Your initial stop will be at the Nihondaira Park Outlook, which offers a glorious view of Suruga Bay and majestic Mount Fuji. Japan’s national symbol 
and one of its most extraordinary settings, Mount Fuji has been deemed a UNESCO World Heritage site as a “sacred place and source of artistic inspiration.” It 
is a spectacular sight regardless of the perspective, but especially from Miho no Matsubara. This seaside pine grove consists of more than 50,000 pine trees, 
including a 650-year-old tree thought to have mythical powers. The view from the shore with Mount Fuji lording over the scenery has been rated one of the top 
three views in Japan.

   ·Admire Japan’s panoramic natural beauty while riding in air-conditioned comfort.
   ·Take in the commanding views of the bay and Mount Fuji from the Nihondaira lookout.
   ·Behold Mount Fiji from Miho no Matsubara, a perspective that has long inspired artists.

   ·Dress in weather-appropriate clothing.
   ·Wear flat comfortable walking shoes.
   ·Bring Japanese yen for shopping.

This tour is panoramic in nature and walking is at the guests’ discretion during the photo stops. There are sandy surfaces at Miho no Matsubara. The tour is 
available to wheelchair guests who have a collapsible wheelchair, are able to make their own way on and off the coach, and have an able-bodied companion to 
assist them. Guests with mobility concerns should evaluate their stamina and ability before joining the tour. The tour sequence may vary.
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What is Included?
 
Transportation:
Licensed and insured late-model coaches, mini-vans and/or automobiles, watercraft and other modes of transportation are utilized.
 
Meals and Refreshments:
Meals and/or refreshments are included only when indicated in the tour description.
 
Guides:
Licensed, English-speaking local guides accompany all tours.
 
Entrance Fees:
Tours include all required admission fees where applicable.
 
What Should I Wear?
When taking a shore excursion, comfortable walking shoes, loose comfortable clothing, sunglasses, a hat and sunscreen are suggested. You may consider 
bringing an umbrella, raincoat, sweater or jacket. And don't forget your camera!
 
Cancellations and Refunds:

· Tours operate rain or shine.

· Tours require minimum participation levels to operate so please sign up as early as possible. Tours may be cancelled if minimum participation levels are 
not met.

· In order to ensure quality guides and sufficient transportation, we must provide the tour operator with passenger counts at least 36 hours in advance.

· Unlimited Passport Collection and Your World Collection packages are fully refundable prior to embarkation of your cruise. Unlimited Passport 
Collection and Your World Collection packages that are cancelled after embarkation will incur a 100% cancellation fee. 

· A la carte tours are fully refundable until 36 hours in advance of the tour. A la carte tours cancelled less than 36 hours in advance of the tour will incur a 
100% cancellation fee.

· In the event of a port cancellation, guests who have purchased a Your World Collection  or Unlimited Passport Collection will receive a pro-rata refund 
for that port based on the price paid. Guests who have purchased an a la carte excursion for a port that is cancelled will receive a full refund.

· No refunds or credits will be given for individual Your World Collection tours not taken, unless the tours are cancelled by Oceania Cruises.
 
Prices, Itineraries and General Information:

· All pre-reserved shore excursions will receive priority confirmation over those booked onboard.

· The discount of up to 25% off a la carte excursion prices that is offered with the Your World Collection is subject to a minimum number of excursions 
that must be purchased. This minimum is based on the number of port days on your cruise.

· Shore excursion prices are subject to change to meet unexpected cost increases or currency fluctuations. Once excursions have been purchased, 
pricing is guaranteed and not subject to change.

· The information contained in this document was current at the time of printing; however, changes may occur before your scheduled departure. Please 
consult the Destination Services Desk onboard for information and current pricing.

· During local or national holidays, access to certain facilities (such as museums or archaeological sites) maybe limited or denied. In such instances, 
adjustments in excursions itinerary will be made to minimize inconvenience to guests.

· Some tours have limited availability. Please reserve tours early to avoid disappointment.

· Oceania Cruises reserves the right to require guests to complete a liability waiver for select shore excursions. For more information, please consult the 
Destination Services Desk.

Please note:
While the greatest care has been taken to offer the finest services available, Oceania Cruises will not be held responsible for any event or omission during the 
time that guests are not onboard the ship or its tenders. All arrangements for certain optional off-board activities, including air transportation, hotel 
accommodations, ground transfers and shore excursions, are made by Oceania Cruises with the suppliers of the services for the convenience of our guests. 
Each guest agrees not to hold Oceania Cruises, its owners, employees, agents or representatives liable, in the absence of its own negligence, for any loss, injury, 
expense or damage which results directly or indirectly from any act or omission, whether negligent or otherwise, of any person or firm which provides any goods 
or services in connection with any optional travel component other than water transportation or any other option that is available for purchase. Arrangements with 
independent contractors include but are not limited to services, products and transportation provided elsewhere than onboard an Oceania Cruises vessel in 
connection with tours, whether arranged or organized by tour operators, travel agents or Oceania Cruises. Tours including hotel accommodations and 
transportation by any vessel not owned or operated by Oceania Cruises or by air, rail or land are not under the supervision and control of Oceania Cruises.
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Important Information:
Notwithstanding that Oceania Cruises, at the guest's option, arranges air transportation, hotel accommodations, groups transfers, shore excursions and other 
services with independent suppliers of the services, it should be understood that Oceania Cruises, being a "for profit entity," earns a fee on the sale of the optional 
services.

Tour departure times are subject to change so please reference your actual tour ticket for the correct departure time.
 
Notice:
All Oceania Cruises shore excursion fares are per person, are subject to change and are subject to availability. Some tours are capacity controlled and may be 
withdrawn at any time without prior notice. While Oceania Cruises makes every effort to adhere to the specifics mentioned in each shore excursion description, 
circumstances may require otherwise. All shore excursion descriptions and information contained in this shore excursion book are subject to change without 

notice at Oceania Cruises’ discretion. Oceania Cruises is not responsible or liable for typographical errors, omissions or misprints.




